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Description:

From Publishers Weekly Scahill, a regular contributor to the Nation, offers a hard-left perspective
on Blackwater USA, the self-described private military contractor and security firm. It owes its
existence, he shows, to the post–Cold War drawdown of U.S. armed forces, its prosperity to the
post-9/11 overextension of those forces and its notoriety to a growing reputation as a mercenary
outfit, willing to break the constraints on military systems responsible to state authority. Scahill
describes Blackwater's expansion, from an early emphasis on administrative and training functions
to what amounts to a combat role as an internal security force in Iraq. He cites company
representatives who say Blackwater's capacities can readily be expanded to supplying brigade-sized
forces for humanitarian purposes, peacekeeping and low-level conflict. While emphasizing the
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possibility of an "adventurous President" employing Blackwater's mercenaries covertly, Scahill
underestimates the effect of publicity on the deniability he sees as central to such scenarios.
Arguably, he also dismisses too lightly Blackwater's growing self-image as the respectable heir to a
long and honorable tradition of contract soldiering. Ultimately, Blackwater and its less familiar
counterparts thrive not because of a neoconservative conspiracy against democracy, as Scahill
claims, but because they provide relatively low-cost alternatives in high-budget environments and
flexibility at a time when war is increasingly protean. (Apr. 10)
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Review "Scahill provided me information...which I have not been able to get from the U.S.
military...I have read more from Mr. Scahill, than I've got from our own government."--
Representative Marcy Kaptur, Defense Appropriations Committee

"[T]his is no uninformed partisan screed...Meticulously documented and encyclopedic in scope...it's a
comprehensive and authoritative guide...this book serves as a provocative primer for advancing the
debate."--Bill Sizemore, Pulitzer-prize nominated journalist, "Virginian-Pilot"

"Andy McNab couldn't have invented this prescient tale of the private army of mercenaries run by a
Christian conservative millionaire who, in turn, bankrolls the president. A chilling expose of the
ultimate military outsource."--Christopher Fowler, "The New Review"'s "Best Books of 2007"

"Fascinating and magnificently documented...Jeremy Scahill's new book is a brilliant expose and
belongs on the reading list of any conscientious citizen."--Scott Horton, International and Military
Law Expert, Columbia University Law School
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